
CARE YOUR FOOTPRINTS

BE A COOL
VIETNAM

EXPLORER



BE COOL
• Be a good guest of our forests 

• Show respects to your host – our 
wild plants and animals

• Keep our home tidy

SMILE WHILE:
Finding bins for your litters
or bringing them with you
if you can’t find one

Reusing
water bottles
(we have
lots of plastics 
in the wild 
already)

Definitely not in the circuses,
where animals are abused for 

the sake of human entertainment.
Wildlife rescue centers, 

national parks, and protected areas 
are perfect options. Our wild 
animals are better protected

in their natural habitats.

FAQ: Where is the best place
TO SEE WILD ANIMALS?



Definitely not in the circuses,
where animals are abused for 

the sake of human entertainment.
Wildlife rescue centers, 

national parks, and protected areas 
are perfect options. Our wild 
animals are better protected

in their natural habitats.

STAY HEALTHY

70%
of emerging infectious diseases in
humans come from wild animal origin!

WILD DISTANCING
REFUSE WILDLIFE PRODUCTS

Otherwise, you can put yourself
at risk of infection.



SAY CHEESE

Gorgeous Pics:

Awful Pics:

Just you and the natural scenery 
is enough. Respecting nature is 
the best way to preserve wildlife 
in every moment.

Tigers, elephants, lions and 
other animals are cruelly 
treated and even injected 
with drugs so they can’t resist 
when being held, carried, 
ridden, or photographed
by tourists.

to any form of entertainment
based on animal abuse

and mistreatment!

SAY
NO



FIND REAL CUISINE

Please stay away from restaurants that
sell wild animals for food.

THE BEST PHO
IN TOWN

Today’s
Specials:

DEEP MOUNTAIN
WILD FLAVOURS

Today’s
Specials:

elephant ivories pangolin scales bear bile

rhino horns tiger bones

BUY RIGHT

You are a big nature supporter when buying local crafts and 
saying no to products made from wildlife. Thank you!



ADVISORY
!

15 years in prison

86,000
USD in fines

or

up to

for illegally hunting, 
catching, rearing, caging, 
transporting and trading 

endangered, precious, 
rare animals and 

protected species.

Report Wildlife Crime in Vietnam:

Call hotline 1800 - 1522
or email hotline@fpt.vn

Under the Penal Code of Vietnam,
individuals can be sentenced:

On behalf of:

of the Federal Republic of Germany

for the Environment, Nature Conservation,
Building and Nuclear Safety

Sincerely thank the support of:


